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American History, Shakespeare, Culture, and Other Trivial Matters 
 

Edward Stern 
 

[Edward Stern’s address was presented at the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington DC on 
April 22, 2012.] 
 
 Let me begin with one simple statement of fact: I deliver this speech one year after Jack O’Brien. I repeat: I 
deliver this speech one year after Jack O’Brien. Jack: relaxed, witty, urbane, positive, inspiring. Me? . . . well, I am a New 
Yorker: never relaxed, funny not witty, urban not urbane, and depressing. I will have succeeded if I make you as 
depressed as I am. Misery truly does love company. 
 But this journey together won’t be about me or my twenty years running Cincinnati Playhouse. I am sorry 
if that disappoints anyone. Not discussing me does not come from false modesty. Believe me, my life isn’t all that 
interesting. But I actually have a more important tale to tell. And while it is depressing, I do think it has a positive 
and hopeful conclusion. 
 So let’s start this journey together. And we’ll begin in 1885, with the great American novel, 
Huckleberry Finn. Two rogues, who pass themselves off as a duke and a king, invade the raft of Huck and 
Jim and plan to raise monies by performing scenes from Romeo and Juliet and Richard III. Realizing that 
they would need material for encores – audiences will naturally demand them – the duke starts to teach the 
king Hamlet’s famous soliloquy, which he recites from memory: 

 
 To be, or not to be: that is the bare bodkin 
 That makes calamity of so long life: 
 For who would fardels bear, till Birnan Wood do come to Dunsinane, 
 But that the fear of something after death 

 Murders the innocent sleep, 
 Great nature’s second course, 
 And make us rather sling arrows of outrageous fortune 
 Than fly to others that we know not of . . . . 

Remember that these performances were not destined for Boston, New York or other 
eastern cities. The raft was going to small Mississippi River towns. 
 Now also remember Mark Twain is not writing for the upper classes, the (pardon the expression) 19th century 
1%. He is writing for the masses: for the 99%. And these people would know Shakespeare and get the joke. How many 
Americans today would honestly laugh at this? 
 Throughout early American history, Shakespeare proved a great resource for parody. A minstrel show 
had the following riddle: 
 
 When was Desdemona like a ship?  
 When she was Moored. 
 
Here, too, even minstrel audiences got the joke.   
Depressed yet? Relax, I’m only just beginning. 
 
 John Quincy Adams, born in 1767, wrote, “at ten years of age I was as familiarly acquainted with his 
(Shakespeare’s) lovers and his clowns as with Robinson Crusoe, the Pilgrim’s Progress, and the Bible. In later 
years I have left Robinson and the Pilgrim to the perusal of the children; but have continued to read the Bible and 
Shakespeare.” 
 One of my favorite books I read in high school was Alexis de Tocqueville’s Democracy in America. As de 
Tocqueville made his way through many log cabins in Tennessee and Kentucky, he consistently found two books in 
them: the Bible, and the complete works of William Shakespeare. Literate and barely-literate frontiersmen had these 
two books. De Tocqueville read Henry V for the first time in a log cabin in the woods. 
 Between 1800 and 1840 in Cincinnati, Louisville, St. Louis, Detroit and Lexington, Shakespeare’s 
plays were performed more frequently than those of any other playwright. 
 In 1832, an English visitor Frances Trollope attended the theatre in several American cities. In Cincinnati, 
Trollope observed coatless men with their sleeves rolled up, incessantly spitting and reeking of onions and whiskey. 
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Trollope enjoyed the Shakespeare but abhorred the perpetual noises: “The applause is expressed by cries and thumping 
with the feet, instead of clapping; and when a patriotic fit seized them, and ‘Yankee Doodle’ was called for, every man 
seemed to think his reputation as a citizen depended on the noise he made.” Do note: ‘reeking of onions and whiskey’ 
with ‘sleeves rolled up’. This is American Shakespeare for the working man. 
 Something I have always abhorred: when I hear ‘scholars’ say that American history has always had a 
bias/a bent against the arts, everything supports that notion except the facts. 
 Lincoln, when facing the difficulties of the Civil War, oftentimes quoted heavily from Shakespeare. James 
Fenimore Cooper called Shakespeare the “great author of America” and insisted that American had “just as good a 
right” as Englishmen to claim Shakespeare as their countryman. There is a lovely statue of Shakespeare in Central Park. 
It was dedicated in 1872. With his familiarity to Americans taken for granted, the inscription reads: “Old World, he is not 
only thine.” 
 
In his commemorative poem, Bayard Taylor wrote: 
 

“He came, a household ghost we could not ban: 
He sat, on Winter nights, by cabin-fires; 
He preached within the shadow of our spires; 
. . . and became 
The master of our Thought, the Land’s first citizen. 

 
 You may be familiar with Richard Nelson’s wonderful play Two Shakespearean Actors, the Lincoln Center 
production directed by Jack O’Brien. May 10, 1849 – on the same night in New York, an old-school famed British actor – 
Macready – and a new-school famed American actor – Forrest – performed the Scottish Play. Anglo-philes and Anglo-
phobes fought in New York. The riot resulted in at least 22 dead and 150 wounded or injured. The Astor Place riot took its 
place in American history. Want to argue about classical acting differences between Ralph Fiennes and Liev Schreiber? 
Probably not. 
 My lovely piece of trivia: In 1845 in Corpus Christi, Texas, soldiers of the Fourth Infantry Regiment wait for the 
impending Mexican war. To pass the time, they would occasionally stage plays, including a performance of Othello, 
featuring for the beautiful, fetching Desdemona, a young lieutenant, Ulysses S. Grant. 
 1940 Hollywood cartoon: Shakespearean Spinach – Romeo unforgettably portrayed by Popeye to Olive 
Oil’s memorable Juliet! 
 Today Shakespeare is, for many, the cultural equivalent of spinach. You ‘take it’ because it is good for 
you – even if you don’t like it. 
 In the mid-70’s, while artistic director of Indiana Repertory Theatre, I was planning a school tour of 
Midsummer. After a while, I realized that there were no takers. Not one school. I contacted some English teachers 
I knew in the state. The answers were disconcertingly uniform: they had effectively destroyed Shakespeare for the 
students. Nothing would change that. 
 In the late 70’s, PBS was preparing to air the BBC Shakespeare series – show after show of really 
mediocre Shakespeare, I might add. I found it telling that PBS treated it more as education than entertainment. 
The marketing of the series was depressing. 
 Yes, I know of all the Shakespeare companies and festivals around America, many of which are most successful. 
But the days of Shakespeare being the ‘people’s playwright’, the ‘first American’, are gone. 
 Does the trajectory of Shakespeare in America similarly show the pathway of arts and culture in our 
history? 
 The U.S., of course, is an immigrant society. In many cases, people came here to escape their past – religious 
persecution, economic pressures, etc. Yet when they helped form this nation, they did not disown their art and culture. 
Their communities were founded on the arts – it was their bedrock. 
 John Adams wrote in 1780: “I must study politics and war that my sons may have liberty to study 
mathematics and philosophy. My sons ought to study . . . navigation, commerce, and agriculture, in order to give their 
children a right to study painting, poetry, music, architecture . . . .” 
 From politics and war to science and commerce, then finally to the arts – this radical transformation seems 
natural and inevitable. The arts must be a birthright of democracy. 
 Thomas Jefferson: “You see, I am an enthusiast on the subject of the arts.” 
 Arts in America flourished. By 1850, Boston and the eastern region contained a group of world-class 
writers. Italian opera was the rage in New York. The Hudson River School of painting developed a uniquely 
American style and vision. 
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 By the mid-20th century, the United States boasted pre-eminent traditions in literature, art, music, dance, 
theatre, architecture and cinema. The New World called America became the source of great world culture. 
 
 Where is popular culture these days? 

 
1. Each year, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics issues an annual American Time Use Survey. In 2010, 

the average amount of television viewing for adults was 2.73 hours per day. Close to 42 days a year. 
Arts and entertainment: 8 minutes a day. (I believe this includes going to the movies.) 

2. Several years ago, I read a report that said the average American 14-year old has seen over 200,000 
simulated acts of violence. Now that’s depressing. 

3. I remember with horror reading the President’s Report on the Arts and Humanities when Bill Clinton was 
in office. The sentence that stuck in my mind: “Younger Americans are unlikely ever to attend live 
performances of musical and dramatic theatre.” Ever. 

 
 So often I am asked to talk about what changes are needed to train the next generation of theatre artists. 
Yet the bigger question remains: how do we develop the next generation of theatre audiences? What is the point of 
creating these artists if the seats are empty? 
 A 2009 NEA report found that the number of Americans attending the arts was at its lowest level since 
the NEA had begun conducting the poll in 1982. People who attended at least one arts event in 2009: 34.6% -- 
down from 39.4% in 2002. Attendance for non-musical plays: from 1982 to 2008, a decline of 21%. For 
musicals, the decline was 10.2%. Clearly, we are experiencing a shift in the American public’s relationship to the 
arts. 
 Growing up in New York, I went to the theatre with my parents at an early age. They loved musicals and 
took me to just about every musical on Broadway. This was a family event. 
 Today, at least in Cincinnati, The Nutcracker and A Christmas Carol clearly bring families to the 
performing arts. Sadly, this participation is but a seasonal one. 
 Ten years ago, Cincinnati Playhouse utilized focus groups to analyze how we were describing upcoming 
productions, as well as any visuals attached to the show. I am behind a two-way mirror, allowing a well-trained focus 
group leader to introduce the shows. We were opening the season with King Lear, much to the delight of one of the 
women in the group. “This is terrific,” she said. “I have a teenager in high school. I hope the school will take her class to 
see it.” The focus leader suggested that if the school did not, she herself could take her daughter. “Oh, no,” she replied, “I 
would never want to see that again. But every student should go.” Suddenly theatre attendance was not a fun family 
outing but a required school function. 
 Theatre attendance as a required school function? Let’s look at today’s arts education. By 2008, only half of 
all 18-year olds had received any arts education in childhood – a decline of 23 percent since 1982. According to the 
NEA, a ‘turning point’ in national access to arts education likely occurred in the mid-1970’s and early 1980‘s. It 
seems reasonable to infer that the national decline in arts attendance rates resulted partly from cuts in school-based 
arts instruction. 
 Should also point out: “From 1982 to 2008, Hispanics and African Americans accounted for a highly 
disproportionate share of all adults who reported not having received arts education in childhood. 
 We are in the business of making people fall in love with the magic of live theatre. An important tool for that to 
occur is to have a citizenry which understands, respects, and adores the spoken word. How do you do that in a country 
where 44 million adults can’t read well enough to read aloud a simple story to a child? Twenty-one million Americans 
can’t read at all, 45 million are marginally illiterate, and one-fifth of high school graduates can’t read their diplomas. 
 In 1913, an American lady in Paris asked Ezra Pound what he thought art was for. “You might as well ask 
me what a rose bush is for,” he responded. We talk about all the values of art – how it is an important economic 
engine (which is true), how it brings business to a particular region (which is true), how it helps students in school 
(which is also true). But we don’t talk enough about how art enriches the soul. How it makes us better human 
beings. And, for me, our increasing inhumanity and incivility comes with our decreasing appreciation of the arts. 
 A Quaker man during World War II decided to volunteer as an ambulance driver in the front lines. In taking the 
wounded away from battle, he saw the worst of what man can do to man. Not having any family, he could not pull out a 
photo of a loved one to give him sustenance. In his pocket, he kept a picture of a Queen Anne chair. It reminded him 
with its beauty of the best of man. 
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 How do we make our country rekindle its necessary passion for education and the arts? Saul Bellow talked about 
‘the ordeal of democracy’. How do we create a smarter and more engaged citizenry when a recent survey of employers 
indicates that only a quarter of college graduates have the writing and thinking skills necessary to do their jobs? A further 
note: in 1961, students spent an average of 24 hours a week studying. Today’s students spend just slightly more than half 
that amount of time. 
 Despite these disheartening statistics, I do believe there is a hunger in this country for something more. 
Stella Adler said, “Life beats you down and crushes the soul and art reminds you that you have one.” That 
hunger is for a way to reinvigorate the soul. 
 Around the time of the first anniversary of 9/11, I was in New York, directing a one-act for Town Hall. 
An evening of one-acts, commemorating that day was scheduled on 9/12, giving us the day off on the actual date. 
So on the first anniversary of 9/11, I decided to do something as a New Yorker – a Manhattan boy, no less – that I 
had never done before. I walked the island of Manhattan, starting at 7:00am at 125th and Lenox, the heart of 
Harlem, and ending at sunset at Ground Zero. It was a gorgeous day. I planned for pit stops along the way – the 
Guggenheim, the Met, and the New York Historical Society on the West Side. On this beautiful week day, the 
museums were filled, jammed. These were not tourists but New Yorkers wanting to deal with their psychic scars 
by seeing something beautiful, permanent – their Queen Anne chairs. There is a hunger. 
 A couple of weeks after its opening, I visited the new MOMA. Beyond of course the brilliance of its 
permanent collection, I was struck by what I heard – at least five or six different languages. People coming from 
throughout the world to embrace art. Our differences melted away in the face of this beauty. 
 In this age of political and social extremism, with so much negativity, I remember W. H Auden’s line, 
‘show an affirming flame’. The arts ask us to celebrate our common humanity. 
 Which brings me back to Shakespeare. 
 This past year I directed As You Like It. One of the marvels of doing a Shakespeare comedy is to hear the 
laughs. Rosalind censures Phebe: 

 
 “But, mistress, know yourself. Down on your knees, And thank 
 heaven,  fasting, for a good man’s love; For I must tell you friendly in 
 your ear, 
 Sell when you can; you are not for all markets.” 
 
 No director’s spin, no actor’s re-interpretation. Just say the words clearly and be ready for the audience’s 
embrace of the line. The same laugh that ties us with an audience over 400 years ago. The same foibles, the same folly 
ties us together – generation after generation. How miraculous to feel that connection again. 
 Another miracle: 
 About six years ago, I directed at the Playhouse Othello. Prior to our four public previews, we planned three 
student matinees. Turner Construction in Cincinnati sponsored an inner-city high school to a special performance, as well 
as pre- and post-show classes with our acting interns. One of the interns discussed with me a particular class. After a 
couple of sessions about the play, our intern gave an assignment to the class: prepare a speech from Othello. The intern 
recounted one fear he had for the class. One of the students, a very large young man, was also the class clown and had 
proven somewhat disruptive. What would happen when he needed to ‘perform’? The time finally came, with the rest of 
the class waiting for the comedy. He did the speech. Without the laughs. Without the nonsense. The class, including the 
teacher, was amazed. 
 Several days later we did the special student matinee. The actor portraying Othello came to the 
speech: 
 
 “Her father loved me; off invited me; 
  Still question’d me the story of my life, 
 From year to year, the battles, sieges, fortunes, 
 That I have passed. 
 I ran it through, even from my boyish days, 
 To the very moment that he bade me tell it . . .” 
 
 We were performing the show on our small thrust stage. Sitting on the side, I looked across the audience 
to see if I could find this student. It did not take long. Opposite me was a young man sitting on the edge of his seat, 
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mouthing the entire speech. And then sitting back so pleased with himself. Transformed. 
 He was connected with us, with Shakespeare, with our humanity. There is a hunger. 
 As I was writing this speech and being bombarded by these depressing statistics, I began to seriously 
ponder why the hell I have been in this crazy business. We are clearly swimming against the stream. But the number 
of tales such as this young man and Othello are vast. That was a miracle, and we ultimately believe in miracles – we 
have witnessed them for ourselves. We can bring people together to share in our common humanity. In an age of so 
many fractured bits and pieces, theatre is an oasis for all to experience. I believe in miracles. I suppose I always 
have. 
 Joseph Conrad wrote: 

 
“But the artist appeals to that part of our being which is not dependent on wisdom: to that in us which is a gift 
and not an acquisition -- and, therefore, more permanently enduring. He speaks to our capacity for delight and 
wonder, to the sense of mystery surrounding our lives; to our sense of pity, and beauty, and pain; to the latent 
feeling of fellowship with all creation – and to the subtle but invincible, conviction of solidarity that knits 
together the loneliness of innumerable hearts: to the solidarity in dreams, in joy, in sorrow, in aspirations, in 
illusions, in hope, in fear, which binds men to each other, which binds together all humanity -- the dead to the 
living and the living to the unborn . . . . Art is long and life is short . . .” 

  
 One final miracle. A couple of months ago, we were producing Merrily We Roll Along – our eighth 
Sondheim during my twenty years at the Playhouse. We sponsored a raffle to give away two free tickets to the 
opening. A few days later, the husband of the winning couple wrote to us the following note: 
 

“To just say thank you for the tickets to last night’s play could not convey my gratitude for the evening we had . . 
. . We have been married for 27 years now and this was the second night we had out in the past 20 years. It is just 
the past 20 years have brought such heartache and expense: three miscarriages . . . . then we lost our home and all 
we own in a fire; in ‘97 the flood came, and the same month our youngest son was diagnosed with a brain tumor. 
With the expenses of rebuilding, medications, hospital bills . . . we just have nothing extra for ourselves. 

“I always had thought: why see a play, just watch it on TV or see the movie. Well, what I experienced last night 
changed my life. I want to experience it again and again. But more importantly for me was the impact it had on 
my wife. From the smile and the glow she had as she watched the play, to joy she expressed in discussing the 
play, I saw something I had not seen in my wife have in years . . . pure joy. No thoughts of our son’s pain at the 
moment, no hurtful memories of the things we have lost, but just pure joy at the evening we had experienced. 
Our drive home and the hours talking through the night were the most enjoyable we have had in years. 
“It will change our lives forever. We need these moments of joy. 
  
Thank you, 
D G.” 

 
 This was meant to be the end of my speech – until Friday afternoon when I spotted on my assistant’s desk 
an envelope that looked awfully familiar. I haven’t received many of them, but I knew it was from Stephen 
Sondheim. We had sent that email to the cast of Merrily We Roll Along, as well as to director John Doyle. John, in 
turn, sent it to Steve. This was Steve’s response: 

 
“John Doyle sent me that extraordinary letter from the man who went to the opening night and had an 
epiphany. I’ve forwarded it to the Dramatists Guild so that they can publish it in their Quarterly. I want 
them to head it “Why We Do What We Do.” I think it will fire the spirit of every playwright who reads it. 
Gratefully, 
Steve” 

 
Miracles have a way of expanding and bringing more people into the fold. 


